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In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not correspond to the current (new) series status.

WHAT CONNECTS US &
BRINGS US TOGETHER TO
ACHIEVE OUR GOAL
We are pleased that we may accompany you on your journey. That we can give your
holiday destinations and dreams a home. And that with KNAUS you have a companion
at almost all places in the world and on the most diverse holiday routes that gives you
the good feeling of having arrived. With our products, enjoy independence, flexibility
and individuality in the safest and most beautiful form of travel. Every KNAUS
vehicle is the result of a strong community. Together with you, our highly motivated
employees, professional partners and suppliers as well as a strong dealer and service
network, we create freedom that inspires with each of our products.
Go on a journey with us! And discover your very personal freedom! Find your
perfect travel companion here and find out what makes KNAUS vehicles stand out.
KEY CUV
Notes on original KNAUS components and further online information can be found with the following symbols:
Video available
youtube.knaus.com

Configurator at
configurator.knaus.com/uk
Single bed variants

Additional bed variants
Front lifting bed

Transverse bunk bed

Guest Bed

HD

Chassis height 268 cm

33L

Chassis 3,3 t Light

Seats with belts

H2

Chassis height 252 cm

35L

Chassis 3,5 t Light

Loading volume

H3

Chassis height 276 cm

35M

Chassis 3,5 t Maxi

Vehicle height

XL

Chassis + high-roof = FIAT 308 cm / MAN 297 cm

* Please note that the number of beds indicated may include beds for both adults and children. The beds do not have the same dimensions. We therefore recommend that you consult
your KNAUS dealer about the dimensions of the beds provided in the vehicle so that you can decide whether they are suitable for the occupancy (adults/children) you intend to have.
All information partly includes special features, which are available at additional cost.
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Transverse bed variants

360° image available
www.knaus.com
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Your freedom is our philosophy. With boundless passion, we at KNAUS,
have been creating unforgettable holiday moments since 1960. Backed
by our experience and the courage to blaze new trails, we combine the
familiar with the new. For our production, we rely on Lower Bavarian
craftsmanship, and when developing new vehicles, we employ cuttingedge design and production technologies. This combination of proven
principles and innovative ideas makes us one of the industry’s most
successful brands. And the #Number 1 for our customers.
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There is a strong team behind every KNAUS. Many of our employees are
passionate KNAUS drivers & holidaymakers themselves. Their numerous
personal experiences and those of our customers always flow into the
development and optimisation of our products. In addition, each of our vehicles
incorporates the precision of passionate employees who work in our ultramodern production facilities, as well as components of our reliable partners and
the knowledge and experience from over 60 years of caravanning.
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With passion at work. We invest continuously in our sites
and, above all, in our group-wide workforce of about 3,000
employees, many of whom have been with us for over 30
years and more. Our production lines are designed to be
adapted to the individual needs of our employees. For us,
people are the focus of attention. Trust, respect and a strong
team spirit are the hallmarks of our team. As a top employer,
we are always happy to welcome new “holidaymakers” and
provide training in various professions.
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State-of-the-art production. Our main production and
development site is located in Jandelsbrunn in Lower Bavaria.
This is where our teams design new vehicles, test innovative
technologies and create revolutionary novelties again and
again which we definitely see as a source of inspiration for
the caravanning industry. When the prototype meets our
high standards and has passed all tests, series production
begins. For this purpose, we operate two further ultramodern production sites in Mottgers, Hesse, and Nagyoroszi,
Hungary. Advanced production lines enable us to have a
particularly efficient process flow in order to be able to react
flexibly to new technologies and their production processes.
This efficiency enables us, among other things, to offer you a
unique price-performance ratio and to realise the dream of
self-determined travel happiness for everyone.
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Our experience. We know where we
come from and have never forgotten
the vision with which Helmut Knaus
founded Knaus KG in 1960: With
KNAUS vehicles, the dream of free,
detached holiday happiness should
come true for everyone. This principle
still applies today, just as it did 60 years ago, and guides
every one of our decisions and product developments. On
the occasion of the 100th birthday of Helmut Knaus and at
the same time the 60th anniversary of the KNAUS brand, we
can look back proudly and above all thank those who have
always accompanied us: You, our loyal customers! Thank you
for your trust! To find out more about our history, visit
www.knaus.com/history
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KNAUS COMPANY & HISTORY

DIMENSIONS & CHASSIS

KNAUS DIMENSIONS & CHASSIS

OUR CUVS – AS GREAT
AS YOUR HOLIDAY PLANS

MAXI CHASSIS: FOR ALL
WHO HAVE BIG PLANS

Everyone travels in their own way. That’s why our CUVs provide
maximum variety and you can find the perfect model for your holiday
dreams. With different body heights and vehicle lengths, adventure
couples are just as happy as the extended family.

The optional Maxi Chassis provides you with optimised vehicle load capacities and
an extended towing capacity. In order to distribute the extra weight optimally to
the CUV we adjusted the front and rear axle loads and installed larger 16″ wheels
and reinforced brake systems. In particular the large and internally ventilated brake
discs ensure optimum driving properties when driving uphill.
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HD XL H2 H3 XL
MAN TGE
268 cm

MAN TGE
297 cm

FIAT
258 cm
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282 cm

33L

35L
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312 cm
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35M

680 = 684 cm
630 = 636 cm
600 = 598 / 599 cm
540 = 541 cm
Vehicle lengths

Vehicle lengths
For further information on standard and optional equipment, please refer to the current price list and

configurator.knaus.com

VEHICLE STRUCTURE CHASSIS

KNAUS VEHICLE
KNAUS
STRUCTURE
CHASSIS

Perfectly built from scratch. A strong foundation forms the basis
for every home. It's the same with our vehicles. That's why we build
on the right chassis from Fiat and MAN. We always keep in mind what
is important in the individual series, who they are made for and how
we can get the best out of them for being on the road and arriving.
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1. SOPHISTICATED EXTERIOR DESIGN 1
When designing the exterior, we always make sure to
harmoniously integrate the design language of the base
vehicle into our KNAUS moulded parts. Striking front design
and a concise radiator grille make a strong statement.

2. AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR 1
A clearly structured cockpit is essential for maintaining
an overview while driving. That's why all the important
elements are arranged here so that they can be reached
quickly and conveniently. Practical storage compartments and intuitive operating concepts make the cab
a perfectly equipped driver's workplace. On MAN TGE
vehicles the standard multifunction display "Plus"
provides an optimum overview. The monochrome TFT
display shows current information such as the outside
temperature, remaining range and average consumption. In addition, the driver assistance systems can be
conveniently operated via this display. If the worst
comes to the worst, standard driver and passenger
airbags 1 provide protection.

3. E XCELLENT DRIVING COMFORT 1
Optimised tracking, reduced rolling movements and
optimised handling in bends: this is what the 2-channel
air suspension 2 on the rear axle ensures. This not only
increases driving comfort, but also safety. For long
journeys, the automatic transmission 3 is recommended a real comfort plus, as is the electronic parking brake 2, 3.
The electromechanical power steering 1 provides a clear
plus in driving pleasure as well as convenient parking
and unparking. The steering is automatically adjusted to
the speed. For maximum driving safety, all vehicles have
ABS, ESP & Hill Holder as standard.

80
ABS

ESP

4. INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS 2

80

Drowsiness detection 3, traffic sign recognition
,electronic immobiliser 1, ... The list of modern driver
assistance systems is long. Many of them are already
standard equipment on our vehicles, such as the
emergency brake assistant on MAN TGE vehicles. With
further optional systems, you can tailor your KNAUS
precisely to your needs.
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You can read about the basic vehicles of the individual vehicle models in the series overview starting on page 12.
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1

Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for organisational reasons to print
the photos of the update at a later date. Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not correspond to the current (new) series status.

SERIES & LAYOUT FINDER

g more
There is noth inosy fixed
an a c
c omfortable thwa iting for you
bed

KNAUS SERIES & LAYOUT FINDER

BOXSTAR

BOXLIFE

from page 16

from page 50

You will feel really comfortable
because here everything has
its fixed place here. When you
pack your CUV, things must be
perfectly organised. That’s why
you prefer fixed beds and spacious
built-in furniture.

Who are you?

You want a travel companion who
is just as flexible as you are and
gives you exactly the space you
need. Today as a couple, tomorrow
a road trip with friends or simply
getting out into nature on your
own. You love how easy it is to
always perfectly adapt your CUV to
your needs.

What are you looking for?

Who are you?
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What are you looking for?

540 ROAD*

X

3-5
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540 MQ
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600 STREET*

X
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S
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600 MQ

X

3-7
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S
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5-7

H2
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600 DQ

5-7

H3

S
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600 ME

X

3-7

H2
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630 ME

X

3-7

H3

S

O

600 FAMILY

X

600 SOLUTION

X

X

5

H3

S

600 STREET XL

X

X

5

XL

S

3-5

H2

S

5

XL

S

3-5

H3

S

600 LIFETIME

X

600 LIFETIME XL
630 FREEWAY*

X
X

X

X

S
S
S

O
S
O

X

Family with children

O
O

O

S
S

S
S

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts

Two persons

S

S

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

*Also available as
anniversary model.

X

8

Layouts

5

Gross vehicle weight kg

3.300 - 3.500

Gross vehicle weight kg

3.300 - 3.500

Maximum payload capacity kg

ca. 500 - 650

Maximum payload capacity kg

ca. 500 -650

Length cm (min/max)

541 / 636

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior)

258 - 312 / 190 - 238

Family with children or groups of four adults

tion at:
More informa o m/b ox st a r
w w w.kn a u s.c
floorplanfinder.knaus.com

Length cm (min/max)

541 / 636

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior)

258 - 282 / 190 - 218

tion at:
More informa o m/b ox li fe
w w w.kn a u s.c
S = Range O = Options

SERIES & LAYOUT FINDER

KNAUS SERIES & LAYOUT FINDER

BOXDRIVE
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NEW

from page 80
For you, the journey is the
destination. That's why it is
particularly important to you
that your CUV offers not only the
highest level of living comfort,
but also absolute driving
comfort. You decide where the
journey should go and which
driver assistance systems best
suit you and your requirements.

Who are you?

600 XL

X

NEW

680 ME

What are you looking for?

X

4-5

XL

3

HD

X

S
S

O

O

S

S
S

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg
Maximum payload capacity kg
Length cm

Two persons

Family with children

2
3.500
ca. 375 - 410
598 - 684

Width cm (exterior/interior)

204 / 172

Height cm (exterior/interior)

268 - 309 / 192 - 225

Family with children or groups of four adults
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More informa o m/b ox d r ive
w w w.kn a u s.c
floorplanfinder.knaus.com

S = Range O = Options

540

from page 18

Layouts with single beds

3-5

H2

4

Agile vehicle with 100 % CUV genes,
perfect for two people who like to

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

600

from page 26

travel spontaneously and love city trips.

4

3-5

H2

Ideal for couples who like to pack a little more,

Maximum sleeping comfort for couples

experience a lot and chill out in the comfortable

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

with spacious single beds and well thought-

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

transverse bed in the evening.

5-7

4

3-5

out storage options

4

The perfect match for young families with
small children, the unique rear bunk bed with

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY

5-7 sleeping places is a real family oasis.

5

H3

4

Parents and teenagers love it for the separate
sleeping areas with the standard front lifting bed

BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

BOXSTAR 600 STREET XL

630

from page 42

and a comfortable rear transverse bed.

5

XL

TA R XL
S
X
O
B
e
h
T
:
fort XL
g
R oom & Comels includ ing smooth-runninL
h igh-roo f mod h one-h and operation for X
lifting bed wit ing c omfort
living & sleep

5

4

4

The combination of a rear transverse bed and

The favourite of families and sharing

a high-roof bed provides two separate sleeping

enthusiasts with comfortable singles

areas and makes friends and family feel at home.

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL

beds and an innovative high-roof bed.

3-5

H3

4

Extra large layout with single beds
and an enormous amount of space for
floorplanfinder.knaus.com
Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
Standard beds

Optional additional beds

maximum comfort on the move.

BOXSTAR MODELS

Layouts with transverse bed

BOXSTAR 540 OVERVIEW

3-5

Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg

4

H2

1
3.300

Maximum payload capacity kg650

Length cm541
Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior)

258 / 190

on
Con fi g ure nowaus.c om/uk
c on fi g urator.kn

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will
be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the
DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for
organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note
that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not
correspond to the current (new) series status.
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BOXSTAR 540 LIVING & ENJOYING

City-suitable companion. Thanks to its
compact 5.41 m external length, Mara
and Theo can master even narrow alleys
effortlessly with the 540 ROAD. And
inside, the well-designed layout ensures
maximum comfort.
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BOXSTAR 540 ROAD
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1. C
 osy seating area. Due to a flexible, extending table,
rotating front seats, and a pull-put bench, there’s always a
cosy seating area for up to 4 people.
2. O
 ptimum base. Frost monitor, drain valve and heating are
located under the bench. Everything is very easily accessible
and well organised.

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD
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BOXSTAR 540 COOKING & DINING

Just the way you like it.
The thoughtfully
designed kitchenette
provides enough space
for preparation,
enjoyment and storage.
This way, cooking is even
more fun for Mara.
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BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

ounted
Ball-bearing m ers
so ft-close d raw
for qu ietness
and max imum
c onvenience

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

1. D
 rawers with full-extension slides. They
slide out so far that the can be filled easily
right to the very back of the drawer.
2. I ntelligent design. The stainless steel sink
is recessed into the worktop and provides

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
540 ROAD

Compact kitchen

he kitc hen
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t
Per fectly in litre CU V c ompressor
block: the 7 5- ith a wh isper-qu iet
refrigerator w ise red uction system
night time no
BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

sufficient space for washing up.
3. O
 ptimal lighting. The LEDs under the
cabinets ensure optimal lighting of the work
surface. There are two sockets for connecting
a kettle, toaster or similar appliances.

BOXSTAR 540 SLEEPING & GROOMING

Refreshed and cleaned up.
The space in the multifunctional compact bathroom is
optimally used with innovative
details such as the sliding
mirror and the rotating toilet.
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COMPACT BATHROOM BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

140 cm /
125-134 cm
194 cm

1. W
 ell thought-out down to the tiniest detail.
This is typical of CUV: spacious compartments
and maximum legroom in the toilet area
despite the compact vehicle dimensions.
2. P
 ractical storage space. The ceiling cabinets

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW
540 ROAD

  3 - 5

above the bed offer plenty of room for clothes,
books and bits and pieces. LED reading lamps

with compact bathroom *

under the cabinets provide pleasant light.

* Optional open bathroom
More details on our bathrooms, please see pages 106-107.

TRANSVERSE BED BOXSTAR 540 ROAD
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BOXSTAR 600 OVERVIEW

3-7

4

Layouts

H2 H3

XL

6

Length cm599

Gross vehicle weight kg

3.300 - 3.500

Width cm (ext./int.)

205 / 187

Maximum payload capacity kg

ca. 500 - 620

Height cm (ext./int.)

258 - 312 / 190 - 238
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In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will
be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the
DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for
organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note
that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not
correspond to the current (new) series status.
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BOXSTAR 600 LIVING & ENJOYING

Favourite place and holiday scent.
In the BOXSTAR 600 STREET Mara
and Theo can simply chill out and
enjoy the scent of Provence. The
floating dinette table provides for
plenty of space for stretching your
legs and being comfortable.
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BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

: The floating
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1. High-quality screens. In the seating area and on the longitudinal
beds, we have installed breathable and additionally insulating
front wall screens. At the same time, these visually integrate the
comfort roller blinds of the Seitz S7P frame windows.
2.Variable bench. For more room to move and ergonomic travel,
the seat can be adjusted in various directions which can also be
used safely in running order.
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BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 COOKING & DINING

Cooking is done with love
here. It’s also done with fresh
herbs from the Provence.
There's plenty of room to
prepare, thanks to practical
details such as the cover for
the sink, which has the same
design as the worktop. Not
only useful, but also a stylish
design element.
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GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET

1. F
 lexible counter top. It’s no problem
when there’s more to cut and prepare.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
600 STREET

Galley kitchen

600 FAMILY

Galley kitchen

600 SOLUTION

Galley kitchen

600 STREET XL

Galley kitchen

600 LIFETIME

Compact kitchen

600 LIFETIME XL

Compact kitchen

e G R A SS
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r
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e
h
T
itc hen
c omplete set ke c ompletely
d rawers c an b losed silently
removed and c-close &
th anks to so ft even when
rema in closed at an angle
the ve h icle is

Thanks to a hinged extension the
counter top can be extended to a
maximum.
2. C
 ool device. With a volume of up to
95 litres, the CUV refrigerators offer
extra space and are particularly quiet
thanks to night setback.
3. 2
 -flame cooker. Fast and easy use of
hobs thanks to electric ignition.

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXSTAR 600 STREET
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BOXSTAR 600 SLEEPING & GROOMING
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A new definition of
beauty sleep. Mara and
Theo sleep really well in
the spacious transverse
bed, and in addition they
enjoy a unique view when
they open the rear doors.

lf space
A dd itional she nd sockets d ue
loudspeakers a ped in-house
to trim d evelo

to a little
Treat yourself With
more c omfort!ore mattresses
optional Evo P toppers
and Water G el

COMPACT BATHROOM BOXSTAR 600 STREET

OPEN BATH BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION
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194 x 145 / 140 cm

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW
600 STREET

  3 - 5

		 with compact bathroom *

600 FAMILY

  5 - 7

with compact bathroom *

600 SOLUTION

  5

		 with compact bathroom *

600 STREET XL

  5

		 with compact bathroom *

600 LIFETIME

  3 - 5

600 LIFETIME XL

  5

1. S
 tandard compact bathroom. Sliding

		 with compact bathroom *
		 with compact bathroom *

* Optional open bathroom
To find more details on our beds, please start on page 34,
see pages 102-103 for front lifting beds and pages 106-107 for our bathrooms.

TRANSVERSE BED BOXSTAR 600 STREET

n
The mirror c a e
ind ivid u ally b
left or
moved to the serves
right and th us lash or
as visu al, sp ction
fall prote

mirror, numerous shelves and optimised
legroom ensure maximised benefits.
2. O
 ptional open bathroom. The hand
washbasin can be folded out into a large
washstand and the passage to the bed is
used as space for the spacious shower unit.
For more information, please see page 107.

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

A star for everyone: other BOXSTAR 600 variants. Same
vehicle length, same vehicle height, same living comfort. But
perfectly matched to the different types of travellers and
their needs. With the intelligently designed sleeping area
variants it is easy to fall in love. For more information on our
XL high-roof models, please start on page 38.
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600 SOLUTION
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lifting bed (19 from pa ge 102
More on th is

1. C
 lassic front lifting bed. Up to
two additional persons can be

comfortable EvoPore HRC mattresses

accommodated in the comfortable

provide an optimal basis for a good

176 x 130 cm standard lifting bed.

night’s sleep.

176 x 130 cm

um
Our #n
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BOX S TAR
60 0
FA MILY

Our #number 1

BOXS TAR 60 0
LIF ET IME
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Our #

2. C
 osy rear transverse bed. The

50 cm clear height
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BOX STAR 600
SOLUTION
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194 x 145 / 140 cm

BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

mb e r 1

The perfect solution for anyone looking
for maximum privacy. The BOXSTAR 600
SOLUTION is equipped with the Classic front
lifting bed as standard. The Vario front lifting
bed (194 x 130 cm) is available as an option. For

Length cm599

more information on the various lifting bed sizes

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

please refer to pages 102-103.

Height cm (exterior/interior)

282 / 218

on
Con fi g ure nowaus.c om/uk
c on fi g urator.kn

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

600 FAMILY

5-7

1. S
 leeping comfort for four. The spacious
rear bunk bed provides space for the whole

1. E
 xpandable single beds. The access
to the bed can optionally be closed with

family. The upper transverse bed can be

an additional cushion to create a large

easily reached using a stowable ladder.

reclining area.

2. O
 ptimal use of storage space. You can also

H2

600 LIFETIME

36 | 37

use the rear area for more luggage or less

3-5

2. C
 omfortable access. To get even more

H2

comfortably into the land of dreams, a

passengers by removing the slatted frames.

fixed step provides a particularly easy
access to the bed.

184 x 145 / 140 cm

180 - 189 x 85 cm

180 x 145 / 140 cm

nal pop-up
With the optioSTA R 600
roo f, the BOXffers up to 7
FA MILY o ing places
ep
c omfortable sle

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

Young families love the practical rear

Do you like a lot of space for sleeping? Here you

bunk bed with four comfortable transverse

can stretch out, spread out and stand up as you

sleeping areas. This way everyone gets their

please - all without getting in your partner’s way.

own permanent place to sleep and parents can

And with a bed length of up to 200 cm there is not

200 x 85 cm

be sure that their little adventurers will really

Length cm599

only sufficient space for tall people but also for a

Length cm599

come to rest. Well thought-out wardrobes

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

lot of luggage in the storage space under the beds.

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

provide sufficient storage space.

Height cm (exterior/interior)

258 / 190

Height cm (exterior/interior)

258 / 190

on
Con fi g ure nowaus.c om/uk
c on fi g urator.kn

BOXSTAR XL HIGH-ROOF MODELS HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

BOXSTAR 600 XL HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

For friends. For those who like to share. And especially for families: our
BOXSTAR 600 XL high-roof models. The high-roof structure with additional
GRP roof structure provides a gigantic amount of space with an interior height
of up to 238 cm. The high-roof bed can be pushed easily and smoothly into
the sleeping position with one hand and provides two separate and particularly
comfortable sleeping areas.
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G oing on a my h your grandc h ild ren, and len to the rear
tomorrow wite h icle next week. In add itio EE T XL
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transverse bed ize sleeping places in the h ig
h as two full-s
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BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL
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Length 207 cm

Width 130 cm
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n
Our #

1

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL

BOXS TAR 60 0
LIFE TIME XL

1
Our #number

HIGH-ROOF BED

1. S
 pace-saving and smooth-running. The
high-roof bed is particularly easy to retract
and extend in a single action. A special
mechanism ensures that it engages securely.
2. H
 eavenly sleep. Dimmable side windows
and fully-fledged cold foam mattresses
ensure optimal sleeping comfort.
Layouts: BOXSTAR 600 STREET XL, LIFETIME XL

BOXSTAR XL HIGH-ROOF MODELS HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

BOXSTAR 600 XL HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

600 STREET XL

5
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600 LIFETIME XL

5

XL

1. G
 igantic space available. The entire

2. S
 afe and easy access. The

living space gains in height with the high-

ladder can be easily hooked

roof construction. This also improves the

on and safely stowed if you

sleeping comfort in the rear transverse bed.

don’t use it.

XL

f wind ows
o
ro
g
in
t
il
t
o
w
T
oramic roo f
an
p
ge
u
h
e
h
t
&
vid e for a
as an option proterior
light-flood ed in

1. C
 omfortable longitudinal beds.

2. U
 nique headroom. Even when the

Absolutely unique in this class:

high-roof bed is extended there is

here you can relax in four fully-

still a headroom of more than

fledged longitudinal beds.

170 cm (238 cm when retracted).

207 x 130 cm

190 cm
x
130 cm

justable
The height-ad es with
c om
SMA RT TV he h igh-roo f
you up into t for the TV
bed or d own the lounge
evening in

BOXSTAR 600 STREET XL

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL

The perfect travel companion for ever-

The new darling of large families. No matter

yone who likes spontaneity. Thanks to the

what plans you have for the next journey and

combination of a fixed rear transverse bed

who will come with you, everyone will find their

and a comfortable high-roof bed there are

favourite place in the BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME XL.

four comfortable sleeping places. In addition,

Length cm

599 cm

Four spacious longitudinal beds, two in the rear and

Length cm599

the spacious storage units provide sufficient

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

two in the high-roof, ensure perfect relaxation and

Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

space and options to stow the whole luggage.

Height cm (exterior/interior)

312 / 238

increased sleeping comfort.

Height cm (exterior/interior)

312 / 238

on
Con fi g ure nowaus.c om/uk
c on fi g urator.kn

BOXSTAR 630 OVERVIEW

3-5

Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg

4

H3

1
3.500

Maximum payload capacity kg520

Length cm636
Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior)

282 / 218

on
Con fi g ure nowaus.c om/uk
c on fi g urator.kn

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will
be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the
DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for
organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note
that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not
correspond to the current (new) series status.
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BOXSTAR 630 LIVING & ENJOYING

At eye level with happiness.
Simply open the sliding door,
let the sun in and enjoy the
view. This way even housework
becomes a pure pleasure.

& stora ge
The wall units above
c ompartments up o ffer
the seating groa ge space.
plenty o f stor , these are
Th anks to H3 h
particularly h ig

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

a ge
Intelligent stor rm
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T
ring mad e
The floor c ove g PVC
o f h ard-wearinlegant and
appears very e h a fter
even looks fres d ays
numerous holi

1. G
 reat feeling of space. With the numerous pull-out and hinged or
swivelling extensions, the living space in the BOXSTAR 630 appears
even larger and offers you the possibility of creating additional
space in all living areas in an instant.
2. R
 oom climate on the platform. Additional ventilators and an optional
floor and seat heating ensure an absolute feel-good atmosphere.

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
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BOXSTAR 630 COOKING & DINING
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A culinary delight. With
the high-quality twoburner hob not only
Swedish Pannkakor but
also German Pfannkuchen,
American pancakes, French
crêpes, etc. turn out well.

e so ft-close
Extremely largoards with
overhead cupb ing for a great
automatic lock space wh ilst
d eal o f stora gely user-friend ly
being extreme

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
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pieces: optima r mob ile
possib ilities fo bles, etc.
g ca
phones, c h argin

1. I ce-cold CUV technology. The 95-litre
compressor refrigerator is equipped
with a 12.8-litre freezer and installed
at eye level in the kitchen module.
Its energy efficient performance and
night time noise reduction system do
not only have a positive effect on the
electricity balance but also ensure a
good night’s sleep.
2. E
 xtra storage space. For optimum

e r t op
Fold able c ount practic al
extension with eration
one-h and ed op

weight distribution, heavy items such
as tinned food or drinks can be stowed
in the lower compartments in the
middle of the vehicle.
BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
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KITCHEN OVERVIEW
630 FREEWAY

Galley kitchen

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 630 SLEEPING & GROOMING
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Slept well? A question
that Mara and Theo
have no need to ask. The
EvoPore HRC mattress
ideally moulds itself to the
individual lying position.

o ut d o o r
For even moreget larger
feeling, you c an ws for the
frame wind o an option
rear d oors as

r
Open shelves fo
various objects ave
y o u w a nt t o h
ready to h and
OPEN BATH BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

195 x 85 cm

190 - 199 x 85 cm

OPEN BATH BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

1. O
 ptional open bathroom. When choosing
the open bathroom the passage to the
sleeping area with a variable circular wall is
transformed into a spacious shower cubicle
and the beds are enlarged by approx. 90

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW
630 FREEWAY

  3 - 5

mm within seconds. The washbasin can be
converted into a large wash table in just a

with compact bathroom *

* Optional open bathroom
To find more details on our front lifting beds, please see pages 102-103
and pages 106-107 for our bathrooms.

few easy steps.

ater G el
The optional Wid e even
toppers prov omfort
more c

2. V
 ery well organised. The bathroom cabinet
provides plenty of space for your cosmetics.
Special shelf fronts ensure things stay in place
SINGLE BEDS BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

whilst you travel.

540

from page 56

Layouts with single beds

3-7

H2

4

Everyday hero and storage miracle for everyone
who likes to travel as a couple and appreciates the

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

600

from page 64

manoeuvrability of a 5.40 m vehicle.

3-7

H2

3-7

4

Late risers and lateral thinkers welcome.

The best choice for couples looking

There are two longitudinal single beds and two

for an optimal combination of agility,

BOXLIFE 600 MQ

BOXLIFE 600 ME

space and variability.

5-7

H3

4

additional bunk beds in the rear as an option.

4

The two separate sleeping areas provided
by the standard front lifting bed are perfect

BOXLIFE 600 DQ

630

from page 72

for families with children.

3-7

H3

or a front
r
a
e
r
e
h
t
in
bed
A n add itional hy an “or”? Everyth ing is
lifting bed? W. For more information on
possible here ional bed variants, please
t
the various op refer to pa ges 102-103

floorplanfinder.knaus.com
Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

Standard beds

Optional additional beds

4

Maximum sleeping area options.
The standard rear lifting bed provides

BOXLIFE 630 ME

comfortable single beds and can be
extended with an additional rear bed,
a front lifting bed and a guest bed for
up to 7 sleeping areas.

BOXLIFE MODELS

Layouts with transverse bed

BOXLIFE VARIO REAR CONCEPT

BOXLIFE VARIO REAR CONCEPT
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BOXLIFE 600 MQ

MAXIMUM
FLEXIBILITY
There is no substitute for storage space. Except for even more
storage space without having to forgo living comfort. The
innovative Vario rear concept offers the best solution in every
situation and an incredible loading volume of up to 2,350 litres.
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h friends
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Everybody abo r
There’s space fos and
other traveller g ga ge
their entire lu

1. F
 lexible bed suspension. A special mechanism is installed for
the rear lifting bed which remains equally resilient at any height
thanks to the safety suspension, new guide mechanism and
stepless locking function.
2. P
 ractical sockets. Are you taking your e-bikes with you? Then
the optionally available electrical outlets are an absolute musthave. You can charge the batteries using sockets or the inverter
which is also available as an option.
3. Variable sleeping position. The rear lifting bed can be manually
adjusted in several stages depending on what you are planning.

BOXLIFE VARIO REAR CONCEPT

optional
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BOXLIFE 600 MQ

Get more out of your CUV by putting more into it. Only available
with the BOXLIFE. When you choose a BOXLIFE you opt for the
greatest variability a CUV has to offer. The standard rear lifting bed
can be used at different heights and adapted to your individual
needs with further options.

BOXLIFE 600 ME

BOXLIFE VARIO REAR CONCEPT

Additional bed. The additional bed is attached under

BOXLIFE 600 MQ
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BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

the rear lifting bed, it can be removed flexibly, and the
divided slatted frame enables an individual use.
A. Couch option. The rear slatted frame can easily be
folded up. That way, you will receive a couch with a
unique view.
B. Longitudinal double bed as an option. In layouts with
a rear lifting bed the lower additional bed can also
be used as a spacious double bed with longitudinal

1. S
 torage space series. The highest

BOXLIFE 630 ME

sleeping areas in minimum storage space.

setting of the rear lifting bed

C. T
 ransverse double bed as an option. Two additional

provides maximum storage space

sleeping areas and use of storage space up to a

e.g. for e-bikes and other luggage.

bicycle and other luggage.

2. B
 ed series. Each BOXLIFE is
equipped with a rear lifting bed with

D. T
 ransverse single bed as an option. One additional
sleeping area and use of storage space up to two

two-layer cold foam mattresses.

bicycles and other luggage.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Travelling with maximum storage space. The diesel-powered heater

Additional bed variants. The additional bed can be used as a single or double

Starting with 2 sleeping places. You can raise and lower the double rear

and 2.7 kg gas cylinder bracket are located under the dinette seating

For cosy evening hours. Move the rear lifting bed to its topmost position

transverse bed in layouts with rear lifting beds. In layouts with a rear lifting bed

lifting bed to your individually selectable sleeping height. The available

section. This way almost the entire vehicle width can be used as flexible

and simply fold up the rear slatted frame of the additional bed in order to use

lengthwise as double bed in longitudinal and transverse direction or as a single

storage space in the rear is determined by the position of the lifting bed.

storage space.

the couch.

bed in transverse direction.

3-7

4

Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg
Maximum payload capacity kg

H2

1
3.300
ca. 650

Length cm541
Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior)

258 / 190

on
Con fi g ure nowaus.c om/uk
c on fi g urator.kn

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will
be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the
DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for
organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note
that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not
correspond to the current (new) series status.

BOXLIFE 540

BOXLIFE 540 OVERVIEW

BOXLIFE 540 LIVING & ENJOYING

All set for adventure. With the
BOXLIFE 540 MQ, Lisa and Alexander
can up and do whatever takes their
fancy. The Vario rear has plenty of
space for their stand-up paddles
and they can easily get to the nicest
places thanks to the manoeuvrable
5.41-metre external length.

BOXLIFE 540 MQ
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BOXLIFE 540 MQ

1. M
 aximum variability. Even in the most compact BOXLIFE layout
you still enjoy a great sense of space. How does it work? With
multifunctional solutions that define the entire interior.
2. M
 aximum storage space. There is plenty of room for luggage
above the driver’s cab and dinette. The especially quiet soft-close
doors ensure everything stays in place while you are on the road.

BOXLIFE 540 MQ
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BOXLIFE 540 COOKING & DINING
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New freedom of choice.
The fun of barbecuing or
fresh crudités from the
farmers’ market? There is
plenty of room for all things
delicious in the spacious
kitchen cupboards. So you
can decide what to plate up
as the mood takes you.

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

op extension
Fold ing workt singlewith practic al ion
h and ed operat

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

1. R
 insing & Cooking. The high-quality
sink is seamlessly integrated into the
worktop for durable quality. The twoburner hob provides additional safe
storage space when not in use thanks
to the hinged glass cover.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
540 MQ

Compact kitchen

efrigerator
r
e
r
t
li
5
7
e
h
T
night
includ ing silentrsatile as
mod e is as ve itself
the BOXLIFE

2. W
 orktop extension. Get extra space
for preparation in one simple action.
3. C
 UV compressor refrigerator with
double opening. Can be opened
from both sides for easy access to
your chilled food.

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 SLEEPING & GROOMING
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Best view for relaxing
nights. That is freedom
that inspires! Simply open
the rear doors and enjoy
the view. Depending on
how much storage space
they need, Lisa and
Alexander can vary the
height of the rear lifting
bed to suit themselves.

orsy feel, you
o
d
t
u
o
e
r
o
m
n
For an eve larger frame wind ows
c an get even r d oors as an option
for the rea

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

BOXLIFE 540 MQ

integrated
Here we h ave sid e wall.
he
speakers into t o enjoy your
So you c an als usic in bed
favourite m
BOXLIFE 540 MQ

139 cm
121 - 130 cm
192 / 173 cm

1. C
 ompact bathroom. Every centimetre
is put to best use here with the
moveable mirror and rotating toilet. In
spite of the compact dimensions, you
still enjoy a great sense of space and

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW
540 MQ

  3 - 7

plenty of room to move.
with compact bathroom

2. P
 ractical shelves. Integrated into
the side wall and with a metal edge to

*Optional open bathroom
More details on our bathrooms, please see pages 106-107.

prevent objects falling out.
3. D
 ry cloths. The laundry rail can be
TRANSVERSE LIFTING BED BOXLIFE 540 MQ

easily folded in and out.

3-7

4

Layouts

H2 H3

3

Length cm599

Gross vehicle weight kg

3.300 - 3.500

Width cm (exterior/interior)

Maximum payload capacity kg

ca. 500 - 620

Height cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187
258 - 282 / 190 - 218
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In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will
be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the
DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for
organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note
that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not
correspond to the current (new) series status.

BOXLIFE 600

BOXLIFE 600 OVERVIEW

CU V (bow)
w
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The optional pght-flood ed living space
allows for a li
Active holidays can be this relaxing.
The innovative Vario rear concept
facilitates multifunctional use as
storage and living space at the same
time. Ideal for Lisa and Alexander,
when he’s already recovering from
paragliding and she’s just back from
mountain biking.

BOXLIFE 600 LIVING & ENJOYING

66 | 67

in the
The head rests ind ivid u ally
d inette c an be max imum
adjusted - for fety
c omfort & sa rney and
d uring the jou
a fterwards

BOXLIFE 600 ME

ystem
The ISOFI X sats on the
for 2 c h ild se s stand ard
b e nc h c o me s a
BOXLIFE 600 ME

1. S
 wivel TV bracket. Watch TV from the
comfort of the dinette or even your bed.
2. R
 otating table extension. The floating
dinette table offers maximum legroom as well
as plenty of extra space for eating, working,
planning your trips or whatever takes up the
most space when you are on holidays.

BOXLIFE 600 ME

BOXLIFE 600 COOKING & DINING
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Cook with ease. Thanks
to the diesel heater, the
gas supply in the BOXLIFE
is only required for the
gas cooker. Therefore,
less is needed. This saves
on weight, which means
that Lisa and Alexander
can bring along more of
their sporting equipment.

ghting control
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particularly

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

ces
The H PL sur fac hrat
are especially scer fectly
resistant and pe heavy
su itable for th kitc hen
burd en in the

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

1. U
 pper compartments. Close quietly
thanks to the soft-close feature.
2. D
 rawers with full extension. Can be
pulled out completely for especially
convenient access.
3. S
 ink cover. We don’t waste any space.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

When the sink is not in use, a customfit cover in the same décor as the

600 MQ

Galley kitchen

600 DQ

Galley kitchen

worktop provides additional storage

600 ME

Compact kitchen

space or room for preparation.

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXLIFE 600 ME

BOXLIFE 600 SLEEPING & GROOMING

70 | 71

Clean up outdoors.
The shower head
extends particularly
far. So far, indeed,
that Lisa can get her
cycling shoes gleaming
again after enjoying
the great outdoors.

in the rear
The roo f hood u ipment and
is stand ard eq nal ventilation
allows add itio ing space
& a bright liv

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME

173 cm

197 cm

179 - 188 cm
OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME

1. B i-functional washbasin. The compact,
space-saving, hand basin in the open
bathroom can be converted into an

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW
600 MQ

  3 - 7

600 DQ

  5 - 7

600 ME

  3 - 7

extra-large washbasin in just one move.



with compact bathroom *

2. S
 ophisticated solutions. There are

with compact bathroom *

plenty of compartments for your

with compact bathroom *

storage needs. A folding laundry rail for
damp hand towels.

* Optional open bathroom
To find more details on our front lifting beds, please see pages 102-103
and pages 106-107 for our bathrooms.

LIFTING SINGLE BEDS BOXLIFE 600 ME
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3-7

4

Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg
Maximal payload capacity kg

H3

1
3.500
ca. 520

Length cm636
Width cm (exterior/interior)

205 / 187

Height cm (exterior/interior)

282 / 218
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In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will
be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the
DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for
organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note
that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not
correspond to the current (new) series status.

BOXLIFE 630

BOXLIFE 630 OVERVIEW

BOXLIFE 630 LIVING & ENJOYING

A family’s best friend. With its variable
concept, the BOXLIFE 630 ME is perfectly
suited for relaxed family holidays. There
is a favourite spot for everyone here
and enough storage space for all of the
luggage needed when travelling.

For ind ivid u al the
extra c omfort, tionally
d inette c an op ith
be equ ipped wle seats
adjustable sing

BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

1. L ots of light and even more storage space. The large
Midi-Heki ensures a bright ambience with plenty of
natural light. The shelves and storage units above the
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driver’s cab and dinette provide lots of extra storage space.
2. S
 torage space in the floor. The extra compartment is
particularly handy for shoes and the like.
BOXLIFE 630 ME
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BOXLIFE 630 COOKING & DINING

76 | 77

Everyone will eat happily
here. After all, the fully
equipped kitchen has
plenty of space for storage,
preparation and, of course,
enjoyment. Turn even a short
break while en route into a
treat for all the family.

BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

o f the
With the help id, the
ga
practic al closin losed very
d oor c an be c you h ave
easily, even if a in slope
ount
p a rk e d o n a m

BOXLIFE 630 ME

1. E
 verything in its place. Thanks to
the slide guards, nothing comes your
way when opening the wall units.
2. S
 ecurely stowed. The large drawers
with full extension can be safely
locked during travel.
3. L arge refrigerator. With an
optional 150-litre volume, 30-litre

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
630 ME

freezer compartment and whisperquiet night time noise reduction

Galley kitchen

system, the CUV compressor
refrigerator offers constant cooling
BOXLIFE 630 ME

and ensures a relaxing night’s sleep.

BOXLIFE 630 SLEEPING & GROOMING
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More options for even
more space. The Williams
family enjoys the optional
open bathroom, which offers
even more space thanks to
the separate shower cabin
and also ensures that the
rear longitudinal beds in the
BOXLIFE 630 ME are up to
80 mm longer.
OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

BOXLIFE 630 ME

184 cm

173 cm

188 - 196 cm

1. O
 pen bathroom. The bathroom can be
efficiently organised by moving the shower

BED & BATHROOM OVERVIEW
630 ME

  3 - 7

cabin into the passage.
2. S
 towing and drying. There are numerous

with compact bathroom*

*Optional open bathroom
To find more details on our front lifting beds, please see pages 102-103
and pages 106-107 for our bathrooms.

LIFTING SINGLE BEDS BOXLIFE 630 ME

4 d ra ins in
Th anks to the shower water
the bath, the o ff optimally,
c an always runy pitc hes
even on bump

shelves for storage, while the folding laundry
rail gives you a place for hand towels.
3. O
 utside shower. Especially handy for
outdoor enthusiasts: the water connection at
the rear is ready to use in a few quick actions.

600

Layouts with single beds

4-5

XL

4

Technical and spacious wonder that is ready for all
adventures with the driving dynamics of the MAN TGE

BOXDRIVE 600 XL

NEW

chassis and an overall length of less than 6 metres. Two
separate sleeping areas thanks to the smooth-running
high-roof bed offer maximum comfort for 4 people,
whether family or friends.

680

from page 82

HD
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3

4

The elegant CUV which combines
state-of-the-art vehicle technology

BOXDRIVE 680 ME

NEW

with our innovative KNAUS solutions
and is therefore the first choice when a
2-person vehicle is needed.

NEW

n a m ic s XL ,
Spac e XL , Dy Th e B O XD RI VE
Com for t XL: G E is a lso a va ila ble
on a MA N T h ig h-roo f mod el.
a s a 6 0 0 XL
configurator.knaus.com
Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

Standard beds

Optional additional beds

No BOXDRIVE 600 XL photo vehicle was available at the time of going to press. Soon you
will find all the information about the new high-roof model on MAN TGE online at:
www.knaus.com/der-neue-boxdrive

BOXDRIVE MODEL

Layouts with transverse bed

3-5

4 HD XL

Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg
Maximum payload capacity kg

2
3.500
ca. 375 - 410

Length cm
Width cm (exterior/interior)

598 - 684
204 / 172

Height cm (exterior/interior) 268 - 309 / 192 - 225
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NEW

BOXDRIVE 680

BOXDRIVE ÜBERSICHT

BOXDRIVE 680 LIVING & ENJOYING

At home, always and everywhere.
Thanks to the symbiosis of sophisticated
functionality and maximum living
comfort, the BOXDRIVE is ready for all
adventures. No matter whether Miriam
and Paul want to conquer the city,
explore nature or spend the evening at
home in atmospheric ambient lighting.

Unique form
langu age in
furniture
construction

Multi-coloured
LED lighting for
ind ivid u al
lighting amb iance

BOXDRIVE 680 ME

BOXDRIVE 680 ME

1. L et me entertain you. The optional 21.5" SMART TV
offers the best entertainment and video-on-demand.
2. E
 specially wide sliding door. The sliding door allows you to
open up the living area to nature. You can store everything in
the practical storage compartment that you will require on
your way outside, such as an umbrella or a shopping bag.

L ateral kitc hen
functional flap
e.g., for shoe
rack or waste

n
Nightlight functio
with ped estal
lighting

BOXDRIVE 680 ME
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BOXDRIVE 680 COOKING & DINING

Precious storage space
in abundance. In the
BOXDRIVE 680 ME, the
kitchen is also particularly
generous and luxurious.
Thanks to full-extension
drawers with ball bearings,
Miriam can use all the
space perfectly and down
to the last millimetre.
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BOXDRIVE 680 ME

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXDRIVE 680 ME

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXDRIVE 680 ME

1. F
 loating dinette table. Instead of a
bothersome table leg, you can stretch
out your own legs and smile about the
unobstructed access.
2. R
 efrigerator with sleep mode. The 90-litre
compressor refrigerator does not just offer
lots of room, but also an optimised sleep
mode with reduced operating noises.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

3. E
 xtension of dinette seating bench. The
BOXDRIVE 600 XL

Compact kitchen

BOXDRIVE 680 ME

Galley kitchen

standard side pull-out and the three-level lounge function are part of the standard
equipment and can also be used while driving.
GALLEY KITCHEN BOXDRIVE 680 ME

BOXDRIVE 680 SLEEPING & GROOMING
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Attractive design. Between
the bathroom and the bed is
a floor-to-ceiling wardrobe
with enough space for
Miriam and Paul's favourite
clothes which should never
be missing on a trip. The
overhead cupboards also
offer further storage space.

OPEN BATH BOXDRIVE 680 ME
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LIFTING SINGLE BEDS BOXDRIVE 680 ME

198 x 78 cm
205 x 78 cm

1. I nnovative folding washbasin. The
spacious in-room bath is equipped with
a retractable washbasin that – in a
pulled-out version – has dimensions of
up to 650 x 300 mm.

BED & BATH OVERVIEW
BOXDRIVE 600 XL

  4-5

BOXDRIVE 680 ME

  3

with swivel bath*


with swivel bath*

*Open bath option possible
You can find more information about our bathrooms on pages 106-107.

bed
Steps for easy ith
access & w
ac e
extra stora ge sp

SINGLE BEDS BOXDRIVE 680 ME

ctions,
Numerous fun able
such as the foldthe
washbasin and r offer
fold-out mirro degree
you the highestt
of user comfor

2. D
 ream becomes space. The longitudinal
beds are also optionally available as lifting
beds. This gives you additional, flexible
storage space for large luggage, bicycles,
e-bikes or other sports equipment under
the two comfortable beds. The on-board
technology is also located in the rear.

EXTERIOR QUALITY

KNAUS EXTERIOR QUALITY

BEST TECHNOLOGY FOR THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL TIME OF THE YEAR
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1. CUV POP-UP ROOF
IN UNIQUE LFI-CONSTRUCTION 2, 3
Compared to a conventional GRP construction, LFI offers optimum insulation values, maximum stability and extremely precise
weight specifications, as the entire roof is manufactured as one
part. The aerodynamic shape benefits the handling and, together
with an extension of the frame into the rear area, ensures harmonious lines. Inside, the pop-up roof impresses with a huge bed
surface of 200 x 135 cm and numerous well thought-out features.

Optimally constructed for 100% wanderlust. With our CUVs you always
arrive better, ensured by intelligent constructions, numerous innovations and
practical features. The sum of all parts results in unlimited holiday happiness.

2. PERFECTLY DESIGNED HIGH-ROOF 2

NEW
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The additional GRP roof structure in our BOXSTAR XL high-roof
models ensures an incredible interior height of up to 238 cm.
Thanks to the optimal insulation levels achieved through the
special double-shell structure, the indoor climate throughout
the vehicle, and especially in the high-roof bed, is always
pleasant at both high and low temperatures. The high-roof’s
aerodynamic shape fits harmoniously into the overall look.
Elevated side strips with integrated rain gutters ensure optimal
drainage of rainwater and slush. The extra recesses for the roof
structure improve the vehicle’s stability and handling.

3. THE PANORAMIC WINDOW CUV (BOW)
& SpaceRoof 2, 3
In H2 layouts, the optional panoramic window CUV (bow)
ensures a particularly light-flooded living space. In addition,
it can be opened to the outside for an optimal indoor climate.
The insect screen keeps annoying mosquitoes safely out,
and the blackout pleated blind can be used to darken the
interior for a good night's sleep. For extra room height and
particularly convenient access to the driver and passenger
seats, the H2 layouts are alternatively available with the
optional SpaceRoof roof extension.

4. SCREEN DOOR 1 & STEP 3
It boils down to the details. Such as, for example, the standard fly
screen door or the electric step, which automatically retracts if
forgotten before driving off. And we also install a manual closing
aid to make it easier to close the large sliding door.

5. BICYCLE RACK 3
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Tailor-made bicycle rack systems allow you to safely transport
your bicycles. In our BOXSTAR models, the rack system is
mounted to the rear door and can be simply folded away
when not in use. The doors can also be opened with bikes
loaded on the rack. Thanks to the Vario rear concept, our
BOXLIFE models can be upgraded with the unique Thule
VeloSlide. For more details, check out page 118.

NEW

1

Across all series  

2

Dependent on model  

3

Optional

INTERIOR QUALITY

Everyday life, leisure or holiday? The CUV generation
can do it all. Enjoy today to the maximum and start the next
day feeling refreshed. That’s not possible? Sure it is! With our
manoeuvrable and well-equipped CUVs, you always enjoy
five-star comfort with all the benefits of home. From the
windows to the mattresses, we always aim for the highest
material quality and well thought-out details and solutions.
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KNAUS EXTERIOR QUALITY

NEW
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1. FIRST AID MEDIKIT 1
Heartburn, headaches, allergies: Things you hardly ever need - especially when you
are travelling. To ensure that you are well prepared for the worst case scenario,
every KNAUS vehicle is accompanied by a MediKit voucher * with which you can
conveniently redeem the practical first-aid kit with our shipping partner * online.

2. LARGE ROOF VENTS 1
Large roof vents in all of our CUVs ensure a pleasant living area with plenty of
natural light. As standard, we install a 700 x 500 mm Midi-Heki in the front and a
400 x 400 mm, clear roof hatch 2 in the rear, which can also be optionally designed
as a 700 x 500 mm Heki 2. A third roof hood 2, 3 with 400 x 400 mm in the middle
of the vehicle is also available as an option. In our BOXSTAR XL high-roof models,
the optional panoramic roof in the high-roof and a hinged window in the rear bring
extra light into the interior.

NEW

3. FRAMED WINDOWS
WITH COMFORT ROLLER BLINDS 1
Our CUVs are all equipped with SEITZ S7P frame windows, also in the bathroom.
These provide the windows with cold-conduction-free insulation, which can be
darkened in a particularly easy and opaque way thanks to a special comfort roller
blind system. The blinds are integrated in the dinette area and by the longitudinal
beds behind a front wall panel. For lasting value preservation, we also seal the cut
edges on all openings with corrosion protection. On request, the frame windows in
the rear doors can be made larger for even more light and air. 2, 3

4. WELL THOUGHT-OUT DINETTE 1
We pay attention to every detail so that you still feel comfortable sitting here even
after many hours. The floating dinette table offers unimpeded access and plenty
of extra legroom. It can also be simply swivelled out to make it bigger. The seating
group impresses with ergonomic cushions and adjustable seats. This means that the
bench can be extended into the corridor with just one action and can also be used
while travelling. The backrest inclination can be adjusted to suit any posture.

5. OPTIMUM INSULATION 1
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All parts of our CUVs are insulated with innovative materials in a multi-stage
process, with closed-cell polyethylene foam used in the ceiling and side walls. This
prevents the formation of cavities in which water can collect. On the inside, the
textile, soft-touch wall covering ensures a pleasant indoor environment and an
especially homely atmosphere.

6. ON-ROOF AIR CONDITIONING 3
In tropical temperatures, our optional air conditioning systems ensure a pleasant
cooling of the interior. They also have a heating function and can dehumidify the
air in the room. The Dometic Freshjet 2000 (OEM) on-roof air conditioner ensures
efficient air distribution in different directions thanks to individually adjustable
airflow, and can be conveniently controlled by remote control.
1

Across all series  

2

Dependent on model  

3

Optional

* A voucher to redeem the medicine set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medicine set contains medicines that must be purchased from a pharmacy. The voucher can therefore
only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop You can also obtain further information about your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.

CABINETRY

KNAUS CABINETRY

We don’t build castles in the sky, but furniture that
creates a good indoor environment. The demands
placed on the furniture in our CUVs are incredibly high. An
appealing design and lots of storage space are not enough.
Durability, smart designs and technology that fascinates for
a lifetime – those are our standards.

94 |
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1. FULL CARCASS FURNITURE
& DOWEL TECHNOLOGY 1
The pieces of furniture installed in our CUVs have a solid rear
wall, giving them a particularly stable structure. They are
not, as is often the case, fixed flush to the vehicle bodywork
without a back wall, a practice which promotes the formation
of condensation. Instead, they form an independent unit in
themselves. They fit perfectly into the overall scheme of the
vehicle, being torsion-resistant, solid, and stable, whilst also
ensuring perfect quality even after many years of service. Our
furniture is joined using a sophisticated dowelling method
as standard. This allows us to achieve a very precise fit and
considerably more stable structure so that your furniture will
continue to serve you well, year after year.

2. STABILE SOFT-CLOSE FULL-EXTENSION SLIDES 1
Due to the full-extension slide, the ball-bearing mounted
drawers from GRASS, a leading supplier, slide out so far that
they can be filled or emptied easily right to the very back of
the drawer. They are precisely guided and close gently.

OPTIMAL INDOOR CLIMATE
One thing always comes as standard in our CUVs:
A genuinely pleasing atmosphere. As simple as that
sounds, there is a great deal of work behind it.
Soft-touch wall covering :
We use open-pore soft-touch moulded parts or
foam-lined stretch fabric in sleeping and seating
areas in all of our CUVs. Such soft surfaces don’t
just feel warmer and more pleasant compared to
typical hard plastic panelling, they also prevent
condensation from gathering on the surface.
Insulation & furniture attachment :
Our designers aim to create the perfect environment
in a compact space when building our CUVs. This is
why we use innovative solutions in fitting furniture
and insulation that is resistant to rot.

3. SCRATCH-RESISTANT HPL SURFACES 2
High pressure laminates and continuous pressure laminates
are laminates that are specifically used for heavy loads such
as in kitchens. The multi-layer construction is produced
under extremely high pressure, then sealed with an
exceptionally robust surface layer. This makes our work
areas and tabletops (always HPL) particularly scratchresistant.

4. ADJUSTABLE SOFT-CLOSE DOORS 1
The cupboard doors are fitted with quality soft-close hinges
so that they always close quietly, regardless of how much
force was used to close them. This is for the entire life of
the vehicle, and probably beyond. If a door doesn’t do what
it really should, then the hinge can be easily adjusted if
necessary.

5. FLOATING DINETTE TABLE 1
Our CUVs are all equipped with unimpeded dinette access. With
no obtrusive table legs, you enjoy all of the legroom. Thanks to
the highly stable yet invisible screw connection to the outer wall,
the dinette table is naturally just as robust as a conventional
table with a supporting leg. A swivel-mounted table extension
offers additional storage space in one quick action when you
need it and efficient use of space when you don’t.
1

Across all series  

2

Dependent on model

SAVETY & SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

KNAUS SAVETY & SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

With this technology, you are perfectly prepared for
every season all over the world. You cannot see it, but
it feels really good. With our sophisticated supply system,
you have the peace of mind of knowing that you will still
have running water even in cold temperatures and will
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1. OPTIMUM WATER SUPPLY 1
With a fresh water tank that can hold up to 110 litres, our CUVs allow you to travel
self-sufficiently for even several days at a time. The bluuwater water filter ensures
a supply of perfectly hygienic water, even in risky regions. When temperatures dip,
warm air circulation prevents the water freezing.

2. WELL THOUGHT-OUT GAS SUPPLY 1
The diesel heater included as standard in our BOXDRIVE and BOXLIFE models
ensures that gas consumption is kept to a minimum. (2a) A 2.7 kg gas bottle is
perfectly sufficient for a reliable gas supply to the gas cooker and can be positioned
directly next to the fresh water tank to save on space. (2b) In our BOXSTAR models,
the heater is operated the conventional way with gas. We have therefore left enough
space for up to two 11 kg gas bottles. The gas bottle locker can be securely locked.

3. EMPTYING THE TOILET FROM OUTSIDE 2
The toilet cassette is accessed via the sidewall door making it easy to empty.

4. INNOVATIVE HEATING SYSTEM 1
For optimum heat distribution, we consider all components in the heating and
installation system during the design phase. This results in the well thought-out
overall design of our CUVs, which offers many other benefits in addition to perfected
heat distribution. For example, the special positioning of the heating system gives
the vehicle a lower centre of gravity, which improves its stability. Furthermore, this
saves on space in the rear in particular, which means you have additional storage
space at your disposal. The optional underfloor heating 3 extends from the dinette
platform to the passage to the bed area.

NEW

5. FLOOR STRUCTURE 2
& TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED DINETTE PLATFORM 1
We manufacture the base plate, which is perfectly adapted to the body shape, in
a sandwich design. In addition to an added insulation effect, this gives our CUVs
a maximised interior standing height. We also install an intermediate floor in the
dinette, which ensures pleasantly warm feet thanks to temperature control.

6. HEAD-UP DISPLAY 2, 3 & NAVIGATION SYSTEM 3

ave space: the
Positioned to sCU V is always
heater in the the d inette benc h
loc ated und er

The head-up display uses a transparent screen to project all key data, such
as navigation and speed as well as traffic-sign recognition information, into
the driver’s field of vision. Drivers don’t have to take their eyes off the road
unnecessarily and can focus better on what is going on around them. To make your
journey even more stress-free and entertaining at the same time, in the BOXSTAR
and BOXLIFE models the new Pioneer navigation system with higher contrast
9" multi-touch display, improved viewing angle and 24bit colour depth offers
everything you need for short and long journeys. Compatible with Wireless Apple
Carplay & Wireless Android Auto, including promobil parking space radar and
connection to the head-up Display for navigation display. For the BOXDRIVE, you
can optionally obtain the MAN Media VAN business navigation system including
touchscreen with proximity sensor technology. Both systems are equipped with
Bluetooth and numerous other multimedia features.
1

Across all series  

2

Dependent on model  

3

Optional

SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

KNAUS SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

If a CUV is to offer comfort like at home, this requires some supply
technology. This is arranged in all KNAUS CUVs so that it is laid frostprotected with the heating system. And of course we also make sure that
the connections to the individual elements are particularly easy to reach.
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YOUR CHOICE: AGM BATTERY OR LITHIUM-ION BATTERY?

THE NEW bluuwater WASSERFILTER

AGM surface-mounted batteries are a further development

The new lithium-ion batteries convince with high capacity and fast,

Hygienically perfect water at every

time can be checked at any time. The bluuwater cartridge needs

of the gel battery, can also cope with somewhat higher

uncomplicated charging characteristics.

destination. The new bluuwater water filter

to be replaced after six months at the latest, depending on use.

removes germs, bacteria and ultrafine particles

Thanks to the click-and-ready quick coupling system, it can be

almost completely (99.999 %) from the pipe

replaced easily and drip-proof.

currents and score with a short absorption time.
•	Proven AGM battery technology with an economic costbenefit ratio from the first ampere-hour (Ah) onwards

•	Weight saving of up to 50% compared to AGM surface-mounted
battery
•	Faster current consumption and use of the full nominal capacity

•	Cycle-resistant and maintenance-free, cold-resistant

without a drop in performance, independent of the current

•	Easy & uncomplicated replacement

intensity

•	Ideal for weekend and annual holiday campers as well as
globetrotters who only use consumers (hairdryer, TV)
temporarily

system of all Knaus Tabbert vehicles (in series).
The replaceable filter cartridge with highly
efficient ultrafiltration membrane is mounted

• Highly efficient ultrafiltration membrane removes ultrafine
particles, germs & bacteria up to 99.999 % from the supply system

vertically or horizontally between the water

• Filter capacity: 8,000 l

• Longer service life, significantly better quick-charging behaviour

tank and the pipe system. It has a filter capacity

•	E asy replacement thanks to click-and-ready

• Ideal for travellers who are often self-sufficient and/or havea higher

of up to 8,000 litres - and, thanks to a Timestrip

demand in power

indicator in the vehicle the remaining usage

quick coupling system

KITCHEN VARIANTS

KNAUS KITCHEN VARIANTS

KITCHEN VARIANTS TO
SUIT YOUR TASTE
The kitchen is the heart of your home? Then you will be thrilled by the two
kitchen variants in our CUV! A large refrigerator, the practical worktop extension
and a 2-burner cooker with glass cover come as standard and offer the best
conditions for maximum holiday enjoyment.
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BOXLIFE 630 ME

The optional, l KNA US
multifunctiona place at the
ba g h as a fixed c hen block
sid e o f the kit

COMPACT KITCHEN BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

GALLEY KITCHEN BOXLIFE 630 ME

ty sta inless
The h igh-qu ali is set into
steel sink c an be
nd
the worktop a a c ounter
to
transformed inatc h ing c over
top with a m

COMPACT KITCHEN

1. I ntegrated refrigerator. The CUV compressor refrigerator is fitted at the bottom of the
kitchenette and can hold up to 70 litres.
2. E
 fficient use of space. Thanks to the well

GALLEY KITCHEN

1. 9
 5 litre volume. That’s what you get with the
refrigerator installed on top, including whisperquiet night time noise reduction system.
2. E
 verything’s covered. The stainless steel sink

thought-out arrangement, there is still space

can be covered with a special insert & used

between the kitchenette and sleeping area for

as additional workspace. The corner shelves

a wardrobe with hanging rail.

provide practical space for spices.

Layouts: BOXSTAR 540 ROAD, 600 LIFETIME

Layouts: BOXSTAR 600 STREET & STREET XL, SOLUTION, FAMILIY,

& LIFETIME XL, BOXLIFE 540 MQ, 600 ME, BOXDRIVE 600 XL

630 FREEWAY, BOXLIFE 600 DQ, MQ, 630 ME, BOXDRIVE 680 ME

FRONT LIFTING BED VARIANTS

KNAUS FRONT LIFTING BED VARIANTS
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Flexible sleeping places for restful nights.
For everyone who needs an additional separate
sleeping area, our front lifting beds are the solution.
Whichever variant you choose, you can always
rely on especially simple handling and maximum
sleeping comfort.
CLASSIC FRONT LIFTING BED BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION
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CLASSIC FRONT LIFTING BED

VARIO FRONT LIFTING BED BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

VARIO FRONT LIFTING BED

50 cm
100 cm

1. S
 leeping comfort. Enjoy a

1. Room

above and to the side.

comfortable rest on two cold foam

The Vario front lifting bed with

mattresses with headroom of 50

headroom of 100 cm and side

cm. The Classic lifting bed can be

extension offers maximum

easily pulled down manually by

variability and premium sleeping

the handle and pushed back up

comfort.

again. Optimum safety in daytime
176 x 130 cm

2. Electric motor. An electric motor

mode is ensured by click fasteners
permanently installed on the
ceiling and high-strength safety
belts.
2. C
 omfortable height. In daytime
mode, when the Classic lifting
bed is not lowered, you have a
comfortable standing height here.
3. P
 rotection against falls. The
classic front lifting bed is also
suitable for children thanks to
the special safety net. When not
needed, it can be removed using
the click fastener.
Standard: BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION,
BOXLIFE 600 DQ
Optional extra: BOXSTAR 630
FREEWAY, BOXLIFE 630 ME

is also available as an option for
194 x 130 cm

even greater ease of use.
3. S
 tanding height. When the
lifting bed is not needed, you
enjoy a comfortable standing
height in the kitchen area.
Optional extra: BOXSTAR 600
SOLUTION, BOXLIFE 600 DQ,
BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY,
BOXLIFE 630 ME

OPTION CUV POP-UP ROOF

KNAUS OPTION CUV POP-UP ROOF

For all those who want to reach for the sky. With the unique CUV pop-up roof,
you can turn your CUV into a two-storey comfort zone in no time at all. The entire
roof is manufactured as a complete part using the latest LFI technology. This means
it offers optimum insulation values and maximum stability. With a huge bed surface
of 200 x 135 cm, there is room for two people in comfort. Standard warm air vents,
convertible function and numerous features guarantee the best sleeping comfort.
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POP-UP ROOF BED BOXSTAR 600 STREET

POP-UP ROOF BED

ient lighting
The R GB amb atmosphere
creates a c osy
1. Convertible function. The front side
can be opened and folded away easily
from the inside. This gives you a unique
view. A mosquito net and black-out
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system provide privacy and optimal
insect protection.
2. Highest sleeping comfort. The
2-layer cold foam mattresses offer
200 x 135 cm

pleasant lying comfort. The closed lower
shell and standard warm air outlets
ensure an optimum room climate.
3. Well

designed details. USB
socket, induction charger, reading

Our #Number 1. bec ause
we like to be spontaneous...

lamps, bottle holder and storage
compartments are conveniently
arranged. And thanks to the fall-

... for even more
holid ay fun

out protection, you as a family with
children can enjoy a safe night's rest.
4. Great feeling of space. In the living
room you always enjoy the complete

ven more
You c an find e out the optional
information ab nline at :
pop-up roo f o o m/c u v
w w w.kn a u s.c

headroom of 190 cm.
Optionally available: BOXSTAR 540
ROAD, 600 STREET, 600 FAMILY, 600
LIFETIME, BOXLIFE 540 MQ, 600 MQ,
600 ME

BATHROOM VARIANTS

KNAUS BATHROOM VARIANTS

Bathrooms with a convenience-factor. Having your
own wellness oasis with you at all times is a real plus
for those who don’t know today where their love of
travel will take them tomorrow. With our BOXSTAR
and BOXLIFE models, you can choose between the
standard compact bath& the optional open bath. The
BOXDRIVE impresses with a multifunctional swivel bath
as standard, and with an open bathroom as an option.

SWIVEL BATH BOXDRIVE 680 ME

SWIVEL BATH BOXDRIVE 680 ME

COMPACT BATH
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The homogeneous room layout integrates perfectly
into the overall layout. Here, the passage to the
rear bed is used exclusively as such by the separate
bathroom area. The swivelling toilet offers optimum
legroom and the patented shower curtain always
keeps its distance thanks to the special air chamber
ring. The mirror can be easily moved to the left and
right. In this way, it serves either as a splash and fallout protection for the closet or as a privacy screen in
front of the window.

COMPACT BATH BOXSTAR 600 STREET

COMPACT BATHBOXSTAR 540 ROAD

OPEN BATHROOM
FURNITURE VARIANTS
If you decide on a vehicle with open
bath, you not only get a spacious shower
cabin, but also benefit in other ways.
After all, the bathroom as a whole can be
narrowed by extending it into the passage,
which impacts nearby furniture modules
depending on the layout.
SPECIAL FEATURES BOXSTAR & BOXLIFE
Layouts with a transverse bed

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD, BOXLIFE 540 MQ
Selecting the open bathroom here means
that the rear transverse bed, ceiling-mounted
locker and storage compartments are all
around 90 mm wider.

OPEN BATH

Here, the bathroom area is extended into the
hallway for more room to move. You can see
the effects of this in detail in the info box on the
right. With a few simple steps, a particularly large
shower cubicle is created, including four drains.
When turned halfway, the cubicle also serves as a

SWIVEL BATH

NEW

room divider. Thanks to the folding function, the
As a separate room, the swivel bath offers a clear demarcation from the other

compact washbasin can be transformed into a large

living areas. This creates a particularly clear, well-structured overall picture. With

washbasin in no time, as you can see on page 71.

BOXSTAR 600 STREET, 600 STREET XL,
BOXLIFE 600 MQ
The additional space is used here for a
full-length wardrobe installed between the
bed and bathroom and offering additional
storage space.

Layouts with single beds

the most efficient use of space, the practical swivel bath combines two different
areas of use. On one side is the washbasin, which can be swivelled over the toilet.

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 630 ME

OPEN BATH BOXLIFE 600 ME

This creates a homogeneous shower area with smooth walls on the other side
with a flick of the wrist. The wall unit above the toilet offers sufficient space for the
various cosmetic articles. The shower shelves are integrated into the side wall and
can thus be fully used in both shower and wash modes.
l
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Turn 2 into spac io us sh ower
b ath o ffers a enero us wa sh in g
c u b icle or a g g on yo ur need s
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BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME, 600 LIFETIME XL,
630 FREEWAY, BOXLIFE 600 ME, 630 ME
The rear single bed extends here on the
driver’s side; the ceiling-mounted locker and
storage compartments are larger.

INDIVIDUALITY FABRIC STYLES & COZY HOME

KNAUS INDIVIDUALITY

100 % KNAUS
100 % INDIVIDUAL

BOXSTAR & BOXLIFE FABRIC STYLES
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BOXSTAR
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FURNITURE DECOR
BOXLIFE
Matara Teak

10.0.85090Hohenstein

Design your CUV your way. Our CUV becomes yours with the
numerous décor packages and upholstery variants. And the one thing
you can be sure of is premium KNAUS quality and optimum comfort.

FABRIC STYLES
Series options
1. INDIAN SUMMER
2. ENERGY
3. TURIN
4. CASUAL SILVER
Active Line *

Pleasant seating comfort is not an option but part of the

5. ACTIVE ROCK

standard equipment. Whatever upholstery you opt for, you

Genuine leather *

can always rely on one thing: comfortable seats that have been

6. CREAM NATURE

optimised for the respective model are included as standard in
all KNAUS CUVs. That is why we use ergonomic seat
cushions that help you to maintain a healthy

BOXDRIVE FABRIC STYLES

NEW

posture. For that extra bit of comfort, the dinette

FURNITURE DECOR
Modern Oak

can also be equipped with adjustable individual
seats as an option.

FABRIC STYLES
Series options
1. CASUAL SILVER
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2. MEMPHIS
Active Line *
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3. ACTIVE ROCK
Genuine leather *
4. CREAM NATURE
5. DARK COFFEE

COZY HOME-PACKAGE

FABRIC OPTIONS

Enhance your CUV with a COZY HOME package. From
fresh to classic, there is something for every taste. Each
package contains two large (60 x 40 cm) and two small (40
x 40 cm) pillows with feather filling, as well as a matching
table runner and two soft blankets.

Standard fabrics all convince with durable

ACTIVE LINE fabrics are extremely easy to clean.

materials and an attractive design that matches

Liquids do not seep in immediately and most stains can

the respective furniture decor.

be removed with a damp cloth.

+A
 ntiallergic, breathable & skin-friendly

+ Antibacterial

1. MAGNOLIA
2. EARTH
3. AVOCADO

+ Tested for high colour fastness

+ Lotus blossom effect

+ Durable and easy to clean

+ Breathable

4. STONE
5. PEACH
6. AQUA

configurator.knaus.com/uk

NEW

+ Water &
oil repellent
+ Care protection

* at extra cost

Style of upholstery depends on series.

INDIVIDUALITY RIMS & PAINT FINISHES

KNAUS INDIVIDUALITY
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PAINTS METALLIC *: BOXSTAR & BOXLIFE

DISCOVER OUR
CUV PAINT FINISHES

1. ALU SILVER
2. ARTENSE GREY

NEW

3. FER GREY
4. BLACK

What colour is your next trip? From classic grey and elegant metallic shades
to bright red. Enjoy the freedom to choose and give your CUV the paint finish
you like best. The matching foil graphics ensure a harmonious overall look.

PAINTS UNI: BOXSTAR & BOXLIFE
1. WHITE
2. CAMPOVOLO GREY *
3. LANZAROTE GREY *

NEW

PAINTS METALLIC *: BOXDRIVE
1. REFLEX SILVER
2. INDIUM GREY
3. DEEP BLACK
4. STARLIGHT BLUE

PAINTS UNI: BOXDRIVE
1. CANDY WHITE
2. LUMINOUS ORANGE *
3. CHERRY RED *
4. ONTARIO GREEN *
5. DEEP OCEAN BLUE *

configurator.knaus.com/en

* at extra cost

You can rely on our products & service partners. Part of the standard
equipment of every KNAUS vehicle is the certainty of a good arrival. That
is why we give a 10-year leakproofness guarantee * on all our products
and only use high-quality elements that will give you many years of
happiness. You can rely on the expertise of our service partners for
inspection and workshop visits.
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Service & Service Partners. We
are here for you. For an inspection
or workshop visit, our competent
specialist dealers with their service
workshops and tailor-made services
are at your disposal. You can find more
information at
dealer.knaus.com
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* For leisure vehicles made by KNAUS, we grant you a 10-year leak-proofness guarantee on the body
manufactured by us in addition to your compulsory guarantee within the framework of our guarantee conditions.
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Strictly by the book. For special
elements in our vehicles, we rely on
partners and suppliers with whom
we often have a long-standing,
reliable business relation. In doing
so, we place the highest value on
the quality of the components.
Compliance with applicable legal
standards is just as important to us
as the use of components with ISO/
IEC certification.
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KNAUS Leak-proofness
guarantee. We know that our
products deliver what we promise.
all our leisure vehicles, we offer you
a 10-year leak-proofness guarantee
on the body manufactured by us
as well as a 24-month guarantee
from your KNAUS partner within
the framework of our guarantee
conditions valid at the time of
vehicle delivery.

EN T HUSI A

BRAND WORLD STARKER SERVICE

KNAUS BRAND WORLD

Find us and our awards. Whether at your local KNAUS dealer or
on our numerous online channels: we are by your side with advice
and support. As a result of our strong community, our vehicles can
convince experts and specialist juries time and again and have
already received numerous awards.

KNAUS BRAND WORLD
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Pride & motivation. Our awards motivate us to
deliver top performance time and time again. Of
course, we are happy to share this with you, our
customers. A complete chronicle of our awards can
be found at
knaus.com/auszeichnungen

GESAMTSIEGER
GESAMTSIEGER

User-friendly layout finder. On the way to the perfect travel
companion there are a few questions to be answered: How
many beds do you need? How big may or should your KNAUS
be? Do you have a fixed budget? The layout finder guides
you to the right vehicle for you in a few seconds thanks to
intuitive queries of the most important points.
Configurator. Configure your personal freedom that
inspires. With the product configurator you can put together
your personal KNAUS vehicle according to your individual
wishes and get closer to your dream of your own KNAUS click
by click. And finally, you can conveniently save everything as
a PDF, print it out and share it with family and friends.

ST

www.knaus.com
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knaus.com/trade-fairs-calendar-uk

schwalbenblog.knaus.com		

youtube.knaus.com

shop.knaus.com

facebook.knaus.com				

instagram.knaus.com
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KNAUS is also active on the social media channels. In our Schwalbenblog
you will find entertaining travel stories, on Instagram we share fascinating
holiday pictures with you and on Facebook there are many exciting articles
about our vehicles and the brand KNAUS.
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floorplanfinder.knaus.com
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KNAUS ONLINE
Whether exciting new products, interactive features or
information on factory collection: there is something for
everyone on the KNAUS website. Here is a small selection:
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Strong dealer network. More than 450 brand partners
in over 30 countries worldwide: this huge dealer network
also contributes to high customer satisfaction. Competent
advice, friendly service and exciting events await you here.
You can find the nearest KNAUS dealer and the layouts
you can expect there with just a few clicks by entering your
postcode in the dealer search.
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BRAND WORLD ONLINE & AWARDS
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mein.KNAUS customer club. As a KNAUS
customer, you enjoy freedom that inspires.
As a customer club member you experience
freedom that connects. Benefit from
numerous advantages, such as exclusive
activities and great discounts with our
cooperation partners! As a club member
you will receive an invitation to our annual
customer meeting and twice a year our
informative customer magazine INSIDE will
be sent to you by post. The membership is
100% free of charge for all KNAUS customers.

f great
There is lots o d ise at
h an
KNA US merc s.c om
shop.knau
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KNAUS Fanshop. Fancy a little shopping trip? In our
fan shop, you will find a large selection of items that
make travelling even more beautiful. From highquality women‘s and men‘s fashion and fun games to
key chains: we have something for everyone.
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RENT AND TRAVEL. You would like to
buy a leisure vehicle, but wish to test in
advance whether it really suits you? Then
the RENT AND TRAVEL service is just
right for you. Search for your favourite
layout comfortably online or in a travel
agency. Together with a Germany-wide
network of over 180 rental stations with
over 2,200 rental vehicles and more than
380 partner travel agencies, RENT AND
TRAVEL supports you in your decision for
the right vehicle. You can also profit from
our large service portfolio, such as route
suggestions and numerous cooperations
with camping and parking sites. Enjoy the
practical holiday test!

TH

This is freedom that inspires everyone. KNAUS not only stands for
high-quality leisure vehicles, but above all for the joy of caravanning.
Immerse yourself in our unique brand world and discover our wide range
of offers that will make the most beautiful time of the year even more
colourful. Benefit from our offers like the mein.KNAUS customer club,
our fan shop or the services of our rental portal RENT AND TRAVEL.

EN

BRAND WORLD CUSTOMER CLUB, FANSHOP & RENTAL PORTAL

KNAUS BRAND WORLD

at
Bookable online ravel.d e
www.rentandt
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WORLD OF TRAVEL

KNAUS WORLD OF TRAVEL

silwyREADY

OUR SUPPLIERS &
PARTNERS
With the products of our strong and reliable partner
companies, every KNAUS motorhome becomes
still a little better. We only work with hand-picked
professionals and jointly develop tailor-made solutions
for our leisure vehicles and your travel happiness so
that you can also rely on the highest quality standards.
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NEW
Falling and clattering glasses when camping –
thanks to the clever magnetic solutions from
silwy® MAGNETIC SYSTEM, this is no longer
an issue! The perfectly and elegantly integrated
magnet in every silwy glass always finds the
right metallic counterpart. For example, in the
metal nano-gel pads. These stick to almost
any sealed surface, can be removed without
leaving any residue, are washable and
permanently reusable.
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You can find more information at

silwy.de

FRANKANA FREIKO
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STRONG PARTNERS & FEATURES

bluuwater water filter 3 . Our partner for hygienic fresh water supply. The high-performance filter system from bluuwater has been specially
developed for the requirements of our leisure vehicles. More information can be found from page 98.
Velocate GPS-Tracker . Velocate's innovative GPS tracking system ensures optimum theft protection thanks to intuitive app control with silent
alarm mode and a stand-alone mileage of up to 3 months without power connection.
3*

ir into a
Turns the c h a lounger
c omfortable

Pioneer head-up display 2, 3 . The head-up display ensures even greater comfort and safety while travelling. All key data, such as navigation and
speed, are projected into the driver’s field of vision via a transparent screen. For more details, check out page 97.
GA-Actuation e.hit integrated rear carrier 3 . Electrically extendable, with sufficiently high carrying capacity and combined with a detachable
trailer coupling, this rear carrier is extremely practical. The e.hit is ready to travel in just a few steps: At the touch of a button, two swivel arms extend. As
soon as the accessory base with retractable LED taillights is pushed onto them, there is an immediate connection of the electrics to the motorhome.
Pioneer navigation system 2, 3 . The intuitively operated Pioneer AVIC presents itself more clearly and with greater contrast. The multifunctional unit
is compatible with Wireless Apple CarPlay & Wireless Android Auto. If you are navigating with your smartphone, the route instructions can even be
projected onto the head-up display.
ten Haaft satellite systems 3 . Enjoying TV in KNAUS vehicles is even more convenient and user-friendly thanks to the optional ten Haaft satellite systems.
Depending on the model, the Oyster 60 Premium and Oyster 80 Premium systems offer clear TV reception, technical highlights such as smartphone app
control and much more.
1

Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional

* Additionally the hardware is prepared, via optional sensors (e.g. door/window contact) to
be expanded. Further information can be found at www.velocate.com or www.knaus.com.

FRANKANA FREIKO
There are some things that you simply cannot
do without on the camp site. You can rely on the
KNAUS collection by our partner Frankana Freiko.
1. G
 as adapter set suitable for all European gas
cylinder connections | Item no. 651/026
2. C amping table dimensions (L x B): 115 x 70 cm |
Item no. 51 016
3. Camping Chair anthracite | Item no. 651/019

4. Footrest anthracite | Item no. 601/143
5. Pot-Set 9-piece, ø 20 cm | Item no. 51 013
6. Cutlery Set Cosmic Blue, 9-piece | Item no. 51 014
7. Mugs 4-piece set, blue | Item no. 651/020
On shop.knaus.com you can find the wide offer of our
fanshop. For more information & prices from Frankana
Freiko, visit www.frankanafreiko.de
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Discover KNAUS diversity on our social media channels!
You can find much more information about KNAUS at www.knaus.com

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for organisational reasons to print the photos of the
update at a later date. Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not correspond to the current (new) series status.
Errors and misprints are reserved. The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time
of printing (08/2021). We reserve the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the
right to make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour and
texture deviations are also reserved - even after conclusion of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations of up to approx.
2.0 dE between paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some illustrations show equipment features which are not included in
the serial equipment and/or which can be ordered at extra cost (optional extras), and in some cases also equipment features of prototypes/studies/country variants which
do not correspond to the serial status and which cannot be ordered as optional extras. Minor colour deviations between the illustrations in the brochure and the actual
vehicle cannot be completely excluded due to printing processes. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice on the current status of the series
from an authorised KNAUS dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note the comments in the current price list, in
particular on weights, payload options and tolerances. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert AG.
Knaus Tabbert AG . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

Item no. R08117377-EN-INT

Your KNAUS dealer is looking
forward to meeting you!

